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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
Dear Member
Since we launched Mary, Fatima and the Immaculate Heart at
http://www.fatimarevelations.com
We have had a flurry of emails from members with differing viewpoints on the subject of
Marian Apparitions.
So we have decided to compile some of them in this weeks edition of the Global Watch
Weekly. We are careful about privacy so people’s names have been removed and we
provide the emails (please ignore any misspellings as we haven't edited the emails).
Its clear this is one of the most controversial subject areas judging by the reaction of
members and the varied opinion involved.
As stated there are areas of concern both within Catholicism as well as the Protestant
community so we are simply identifying areas of concern without prejudice.
We also appreciate those Catholics on our membership who are not offended and still
enjoy our materials even though they may not be in agreement with all the conclusions we
may come to.
So hope you enjoy.
Rema Marketing Team

NEW WORLD ORDER AWAKENING
EMAIL 1
I HONESTLY BELIEVE OUR LADY IS MAKING
THESE APPEARANCES FOR THE BENEFIT OF
MANKIND. I have been to Medjujorje in former

Paradise. The place where the saved await the
Judgement and the resurrection into the New
boby prepared for those that 'believe'. The
othere souls of the lost, after leaving their body
pass by 'Paradise' and get a full idea of what
they will now miss. Read 2 Esdrus, compare with
the Rich Man and Lazarus. There is something
to this. I'm very suspect of the Mary visitations as
being from God at this point.

Yugoslavia and was lucky to see the large cross
atop of the highest mountain light up three times.
I never wanted to leave there because it was so
peaceful. Her appearances are NOT demonic
ones. I pray the Rosary and it is a powerful EMAIL 3
prayer to keep evil away and get graces Our
Lady can give through her Son, Our Lord. She I believe that these are the false miracles OF
leads us to her Son! God bless you!
SATAN-ASSOCIATED WITH THE VATICAN &
CATHOLIC CHURCH THAT IS apostate?????
EMAIL 2
However- I think sdome Spirit Filled Catholics
As a catholic, I do believe in Mary's appearances. may make it because they take care of the
In many of her messages, she clearly point to her Fatherless 7 Widows- while the Rest of the
Son Jesus and exhorts us to follow Him. There Church DO NOT- it's the Essence of the TORAH
are many documented miracles through out the MITZVOT that Reb Yahshua taught!
centuries that have to do with either Mary's
appearance or miracles even related to paintings EMAIL 4
depicting Mary. I admit the devil can do counter
fit miracles, some of these are, I believe genuine. Kerry, Yes, as a former Roman Catholic I know it
And I am not one of those offended. I do all too well, yet Your deceived if you believe this
appreciate your efforts to shed light on these following sentence you've written my emphasis
added:perilous times.
Curious stuff you present. However there is
another account of the deceased making a plea,
not from Paradise but from some place in Sheol.
The account of the Rich Man and Lazarus.
(Jesus tells the story) - The Rich Man, on the
wrong side of the 'gap' that can't be crossed
makes a request to Abraham. (God is the God of
the living...Check out 2 Esdrus Chapter 7
beginning at verse 76 through 101.) from the
Apocrypha. Remember when you believe, at that
momet you cross over from death to life. The
first resurrection. My spirit is telling me that our
soul is quite conscious in the place of rest, called

This meaning that unlike believers who die in the
faith and whose spirits rest in Paradise until the
resurrection, that Mary bypassed this step and is
now in heaven in a physical body just like Jesus.
Such a belief would obviously make the Marian
apparitions even more justifiable since it could be
explained that she is not in Paradise but already
in a resurrected state (even more advanced than
Samuel). I can only conclude your doing it
deliberately, your choice, but keep it to yourself,
don't be responsible for others being caught in
this great deception, eclectic behaviour I think it's
called! see ya
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EMAIL 5

truthH”.

It is the best day in life to read about OUR
VIRGIN
MARY.......I
am
CHRISTIAN.......EGYPTIAN.........FIRST
IN
AUSTRALIA........I request to mention to you very
important
APPREANCE
OF OUR VIRGIN
MARY IN EGYPT MANY TIMES........BUT THE
MOST IMPORTANT THIS :

The Word Programmes sometimes have the
audacity to complete a word before one has
finished typing it, and if it is a legitimate word, the
Spell Checker will not recognize it as being a
mistake. Keep up the good work, and be blessed
in the Name of the Lord Jesus!
EMAIL 7

PRESIDENT NASER HEARD ABOUT THE
APPEARANCE OF OUR VIRGIN MARY........and
he does not believe........He decided to see that
him self without telling any one..........He took his
car and drove to ZAYTOON CHRUCH in
CAIRO.........NEXT TO IT WAS THE PUPLIC
GARAGE OF THE GOVENMENT.......
it was at mid night.....
He went up to the
roof.........:
SUDDENTLY
HE SAW
OUR VIRGIN MARY INFORM HIM.......
He shouted I believe........and on return following
day
ordered this garage to be built on the
government account as church next to the old
church near the tea where
OUR LORD HAD
REST IN HIS WAY IN EGYPT..........

I agree with you. Some of my family are
Catholics and they actually DO pray to Mary and
believe in the bleeding statues and it grieves my
heart so much that if they soon do not SEE THE
TRUTH...that these are demonic endtime signs
that they will be lost because the Lord is indeed
coming soon to get HIS people and take us to be
"where HE is." NOT to stay on this earth.
SO...the Protestant churches are also indeed in
big trouble...gold dust and false miracles are
leading many looking for "signs" to fall away and
be lost.
Sad Sad situation.
The Prophet
Nostradamus was God's endtime messenger with
the message of the end time...but Christians are
simply putting him in the same mold with
evildoers...and they lose the information that
possibly would help them in the end times. My
website is www.SundayMinistries.com if you wish
to look at my information and you tube videos

SO THE NEXT CHRUCH NEW TO THE OLD
ONE BUILT BUILT by the ORDER OF
PRESIDENT
NASER.......GOVERNMENRT
MONEY. REGARDS...I PRAY TO OUR LORD EMAIL 8
TO BE WITH YOU AND US.
There is a book titled The Twin Pincers of
EMAIL 6
Catholicism and Masonry that shows they are the
same. I had a copy and may still have it
Good day, Kerry; I think you’re doing a great job; somewhere but you don't need a book when the
the Catholics may take offense because you’ve religion of Masonry and Catholics are the same;
pointed out the heresy of Mary worshipping and both based on unfulfilled prophecy.
the so-called apparitions, but don’t allow them to
derail you.
EMAIL 9
May I however be so forward and point out a I agree. Orthodox Christians do not believe in
typing error in your message; I deleted some these miracles. They are demonic. Some Coptic
lines for space and wish to draw your attention to do, but not mainstream Orthodox.
the words highlighted in yellow: I’m sure you
wanted to say “there is no greater course than
www.globalreport2010.com
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Son Jesus and exhorts us to follow Him. There
are many documented miracles through out the
Thank you I did watch it, I am a ex R.C.
centuries that have to do with either Mary's
appearance or miracles even related to paintings
I came out of that pagan religion in 1983 and depicting Mary. I admit the devil can do counter
spent besides studying Gods Word, also studying fit miracles, some of these are, I believe genuine.
in depth the RC religion mainly to see what it is And I am not one of those offended. I do
that draws so many to it, and when I realized it appreciate your efforts to shed light on these
was evil spirits, and that religion has a woman at perilous times.
the head, I was terribly shocked and frightened
for their followers, but not only them but for all the EMAIL 12
other religions, this terrible religion hasn’t for one
moment considered the Covenant that our Lord Hi There, I think we are definitely in the last days,
Jesus did for us with His New Testament Satan who is becoming more and more disturbed
(covenant) and even though the old Covenant as his time draws near, is becoming more and
still stands for the Jewish Nation, I am appalled at more active, bringing about all kinds of frantic
so called Christians that believe that we the apparent sightings in order to distract Christians
church are now Israel and that God has finished from the only one we should be looking for,
with Israel, this is a terrible teaching that also JESUS, our LORD and SAVIOUR who is about
came from this stinking religion, so all I can say to come for His Church. You would do well to
to you lot, is keep up the good work and keep stay focused and not become distracted by
sending out the material as its time to try and Satans work as the members of the Emerging
draw millions back to the wonderful blood Church of the Illuminati are doing.
covenant that our wonderful Lord Jesus did for all
the world if they would only turn and come back EMAIL 13
to Him.
If you only understood the real truth regarding
All these people are only looking for the The Sacred and Blessed Virgin Mother of The
excitement of supposedly seeing a messenger Christ your company would not publish this
from God but they are seeing a evil spirit, from blasphemy and attempt to corrupt the Hearts and
Souls of Loving True Christians.
the devil himself.
EMAIL 10

And I truly do feel so sorry for many of them as
they are so mislead Don’t you just love that
psalm that says The Lord is MY SHEPHERD this
makes it a personal relationship with the only true
and living God through the bloodshed of Christ,
not a religion, wooooooooooooooopeeeeeeeeee,
I am now still rejoicing at my salvation looking
forward to the great reunion

Please remove me from your mailing list and I
Pray YAHSHUA The Christ forgives you. If you
sincerely want the Truth it shall be made manifest
to you.
EMAIL 14

Thank you for all your extensive and detailed
valuable reports. I haven't been able to purchase
them but I do get a lot out of reading what you
EMAIL 11
send in email. Though I don't agree with every
Yes I did get it, thank you. I'll take a look at it. As religious implication of prophecy, I do appreciate
a catholic, I do believe in Mary's appearances. In the political and overall coverage.
many of her messages, she clearly point to her
www.globalreport2010.com
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EMAIL15

EMAIL 17

I am a Protestant Christian from a Catholic
background, and I'd just like to say something
about the Roman Catholic system. In my opinion
it is not Christian.
It does not fulfill the
requirements. In fact, it is a giant worldwide cult.
The pope is conscience for his followers, who are
not allowed to exercise their own conscience and
judgment, and the faithfulness and obedience
that is demanded is not to Christ but to the pope
and the dogmas of the church. The salvation that
is offered is not available to those who do not
practice the church's sacraments.

When we're looking behind the catholic scenes, it
is getting quite clear that worshipping Mary is
idolatry and that Mary is the successor of Isis in
the Babylonian religion. Steve Hunt already
pointed out that the Catholic church is the
Babylonian whore of these days, therefore don't
worry about some Catholics who do not
understand. I always liked your reports and they
helped me a lot, but many people today are
deceived. Blessings

God/Christ is not the focus of worship but Mary,
as you very well state as coredemptress. Pope
John Paul is said to have prayed to Mary. Saints
also, each with their own areas of expertise, are
prayed to. Is this anything other than idolatry?

Rema, Of course you know i am a knowledgable
and active and conservative Catholic who know
the message of Fatima very well.

EMAIL 18

Despite what eveyone thinks we are in the age of
seeing the consequence of Fatima, the third
Many gods, pagan gods baptized with Christian secret etc.....every hoorible and worst case
names, but still the object of so-called Christian scenario will play out by the 2017 if the
worshp. The focus of the church is obedience to consecration of Russia is not done.
the CHURCH, not to God, His commandments or
His Word. For the church, the pope is god, the However you want to spin it....shit will be hitting
object of worship, the self-proclaimed vicar of the fan. For those with faith to make it through
Christ, above the laws of God which he has Once the Consecration of Russia is done by the
changed. Is this not the highest blasphemy? Is Holy Father and the Fathful Cardianls, and Mary
this not spiritual Babylon? Its practices come is proclaimed as ( 5th MArian Dogma....Cofrom paganism. And the world wonders after the redemptrix, ) then the world will be at peace, and
"beast" and prophecy warns us not to follow the florish...I can hold out God Willing of
beast and receive its mark. Thank you for all course....can you?
your warnings and may God bless you in your
EMAIL 19
work of enlightenment.
EMAIL 16
Christians, yous know the Truth that have set
yous Free from bondage of sin. catholics are
pagans. They are one of the daughters of
Mystery Babylon. Babylon is Judaism and
communism. jews still hate Christians and
murdered their Messiah Savior. GOD of the
Heavenlies that send His Son to Die on Calvaries
Tree and Resurrected For Ever More.

Hi, I have investigated Fatima myself and I
concur to the point that its demonic in nature and
the catholic church is and has always been the
whore on the seven hills with the blood of the
saints on its hands, Evil will destroy the Vatican
and kill the pope to aloud only one last all
encompassing empire and one last leader to
exist. The Antichrist will leave no stone turned, he
knows what he needs to know and yet the elites
yet still don't know who he is, its Satan's choice
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to choose which of his seed as to who he will be.
The Dead Sea Scrolls fills in the gaps of
understanding that even the bible lacks due to
the churches of the past and present of influence
as to how they see the truth.

souls of the lost, after leaving their body pass by
'Paradise' and get a full idea of what they will now
miss. Read 2 Esdrus, compare with the Rich
Man and Lazarus. There is something to this.
I'm very suspect of the Mary visitations as being
from God at this point.

The game of understanding is a puzzle, and
those of God are guided to the truth. One FATIMA REVELATIONS
investigators findings vary among others, but its
clouded when wisdom and more knowledge is For further information on an assessment of
Marian Apparitions please go to
missing. Pity.
Mary is being worshiped which is against GOD
and what is written, but then a corrupted church
plays well when its seeded by evil. The Crimes of
the Catholic Church is well known, and nothing
will save it. Need I say more.
EMAIL 20
Curious stuff you present. However there is
another account of the deceased making a plea,
not from Paradise but from some place in Sheol.
The account of the Rich Man and Lazarus.
(Jesus tells the story) - The Rich Man, on the
wrong side of the 'gap' that can't be crossed
makes a request to Abraham. (God is the God of
the living...Check out 2 Esdrus Chapter 7
beginning at verse 76 through 101.) from the
Apocrypha. Remember when you believe, at that
momet you cross over from death to life. The
first resurrection. My spirit is telling me that our
soul is quite conscious in the place of rest, called
Paradise. The place where the saved await the
Judgement and the resurrection into the New
body prepared for those that 'believe'. The other

http://www.fatimarevelations.com
Until now, you will have probably seen the
apparitions of Mary as a bit of a side show but
just think that right now Roman Catholicism
dominates Latin and Central America (50% of the
region are Catholic) much of Europe including the
power houses such as Germany, France, Spain,
Portugal and much of Central Europe and also
parts of Africa and South East Asia. Furthermore
the 5 countries with the largest populations of
Catholics are Brazil, Mexico, Philippines the
United States and Italy. Huge populations within
their own right! Until now, you will have probably
seen the apparitions of Mary as a bit of a side
show but just think that right now Roman
Catholicism dominates Latin and Central America
(50% of the region are Catholic) much of Europe
including the power houses such as Germany,
France, Spain, Portugal and much of Central
Europe and also parts of Africa and South East
Asia. Furthermore the 5 countries with the largest
populations of Catholics are Brazil, Mexico,
Philippines the United States and Italy. Huge
populations within their own right!
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